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O4_LTT-C4 will be host:
•
In the morning lessons from 9:00 to 13:30 at the University of Salamanca In the “Aula de Grados” in
the Science faculty (“Facultad de Ciencias”) Universidad de Salamanca, Plaza Caídos, 1, 37008
Salamanca.
•
In the afternoon both teaching and Laboratory activities at the Centro de Láseres Pulsados (CLPU)
Edificio M5. Parque Científico. C/ Adaja, 8, 37185 Villamayor – Salamanca and at the I+d+i building of the
University of Salamanca

Abstracts of the lectures
I. Classes
Lecture
Title
Abstract

Iñigo Sola
University of Salamanca
Affiliation
Ultrafast laser pulses characterization for applications
The recent advances obtained in the development of ultrafast pulsed lasers have contributed decisively in a large
number of fields (atomic and molecular physics, plasmas and particle acceleration, chemistry, telecommunication,
biophotonics, etc.) Now-a-days, it is possible to generate pulses of light with a few femtoseconds (10-15 s) of
duration or even shorter, in the attosecond domain (10-18 s), being the shortest events ever generated and
measured by humans. These ultrafast pulses are, on one hand, an exceptional tool for exploring the fastest
processes of nature, e.g., electronic dynamics in atoms, how chemical reactions and bonds are produced or
knowing how materials react to disturbances. On the other hand, the ability to accumulate significant amounts of
energy in extremely short time periods allows the interaction with matter at multiple levels: from changing the
properties of light (non-linear processes) to accelerate particles and induce nuclear reactions, including microand nano- processing of materials (industrial, medical, biological applications, etc.), control and induction of
processes, telecommunications, etc.
Thus, the knowledge of the ultrafast pulses and their characteristics (time duration and structure) has become
essential in all the experiments and applications involving those light bursts. Accordingly, during the last decades,
the development of a broad range of systems for the reconstruction of ultrafast pulses has evolved in parallel to
the generation and applications of these pulses. In the present lecture we will firstly introduce the fundamentals
of ultrashort pulse characterisation and, secondly, we will review some of the main pulse characterisation
techniques, highlighting their concepts, capabilities and their range of application in experiments

Lecture
Title
Abstract

Yahya Moubarak Meziani
Affiliation
NanoTech Dept. Fisica Aplicada Salamanca University
Terahertz detection and emission using plasma waves based devices
The development of novel materials, concepts and device designs for terahertz radiation detection & emission
using semiconductors has recently fueled the research of room temperature THz technology [1]. In early 90’s,
Dyakonov et al. [2,3] theoretically demonstrated the possibility of using sub-micron field-effect transistors as
detectors of terahertz radiation by means of the oscillations of plasma waves in their channel. Those devices
present many advantages: low cost, small size, room temperature operation, and high speed response that make
them highly competitive with other technologies. Room temperature detection of sub-terahertz radiation has been
demonstrated by using different types of transistors such as GaAs FETs and Si-MOSFET. An array of SiMOSFETs was reported with responsivity of ∼ 70 kV/W and NEP (Noise Equivalent Power) of ∼ 300 pW/Hz1/2.
Recently, asymmetric double grating gates devices based on GaInAS/InP HEMTs have shown a record of
responsivity and NEP of around 20 kV/W and 0.48 pW/Hz 1/2, respectively. Inspection of hidden objects by
terahertz imaging has been demonstrated using those detectors. It was found that plasma- waves based detectors
are sensitive to the polarization of the incoming terahertz radiation and the mechanism of the coupling of the THz
radiation to the device channel needs to be investigated.

In this seminar, we´ll introduce the terahertz gap and it´s importance for development of new applications for
different fields: Security and inspection, Medicine and pharmacology, chemistry and spectroscopy. Detection and
emission mechanisms will be reviewed and new results will presented where graphene based devices were used
for detection. Students will be introduced to the terahertz laboratory at Salamanca University and detection as
well as imaging setup will be introduced.
[1] M. Tonouchi, “Cutting-edge terahertz technology ” Nat. Photon. vol. 1, pp 97-105, 2007.
[2] M. Dyakonov and M. S. Shur, “Shallow water analogy for a ballistic field effect transistor: New mechanism
of plasma wave generation by dc current” Phys. Rev. Lett. vol. 71, pp 2465, 2007.
[3] M. Dyakonov and M. S. Shur, “Mixing, and frequency multiplication of terahertz radiation by two dimensional
electronic fluid” IEEE Trans. Electron Dev. vol. 43, pp 380, 1996
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Wendel Hill
Affiliation
University of Maryland
Photonic-based electron density diagnostic tool
Focused laser pulses with intensities of ~ 1018 W/cm2 (a0 ~ 1) are sufficient to remove most, if not all, the valence
electron of a gas, turning a neutral gas into a local plasma at the focus. At the same time, some of the liberated
electrons are accelerated to relativistic energies (Ee ~mec2) and scatter laser radiation via Thomson scattering.
At significantly higher intensities, e.g., 1019 W/cm2 and above, inner shell electrons are removed as well and the
electrons are accelerated to higher energies. The electrons are induced to follow complicated trajectories resulting
in some electrons being ejected out of the path of the laser while others accelerated along the k-vector. This
behavior makes the electron density in the focal volume difficult to predict. The complicated trajectories,
however, lead to relativistic Thomson scattering (RTS) composed of harmonics of Doppler shifted laser
wavelengths with well-defined spatial distributions that are directly related to the intensity and electron density
in the focus. As a consequence, RTS becomes an interesting candidate for a diagnostic tool of the electron density
in the laser focus. An RTS-based diagnostic tool is the subject of this lecture
K-alpha diagnostic tool for proton-acceleration time-history measurement
Proton beams are useful for a variety of scientific and technological applications. Laser-accelerated protons are
attractive for a number of reasons, including its compact acceleration length and beam features that can be
tailored. The generation mechanism depends on the laser and target parameters. At sufficiently long times
subsequent to acceleration, a nonrelativistic proton bunch invariably becomes negatively chirped, making it
useful for time-dependent measurements. The energy distribution verses time during and immediately
following acceleration, however, is not well understood and likely to be mechanism specific. Knowledge of the
early time history could avail a new knob for proton-based diagnostics. A common acceleration mechanism is
TNSA (target normal sheath acceleration), in which a cloud of refluxing electrons is believed to play a principal
role the acceleration. The cloud is composed of different energy components, each having its own time history,
making it difficult to predict the birth order of the proton energy components with certainty. In this lecture we
will discuss a K-alpha diagnostic tool for measuring proton time histories at early times.
Giancarlo Gatti
Affiliation
Centro de Laseres Pulsados
Ultrafast particle diagnostics through coherent light emission
Intense laser-matter interactions can be nowadays the source of extreme particle beams in terms of time duration,
peak current, density in transverse phase-space etc. A new class of diagnostic techniques is necessary to unveil
the details of such bright beams, possibly with single-shot techniques and in non-destructive way. We’ll introduce
a well-known diagnostic method in the particle accelerator community, present its theoretical foundation and
comment the possible drawbacks associated with it. We’ll try to launch some comparison with surrounding fields
of application in order to stimulate the discussion and enhance the cross-talk between different scientific
communities.
Introduction to Streak-Cameras and related measurements
The Streak-Camera is a device aimed to perform high-speed time resolved measurement of light pulses. The
high flexibility that this device can offer, ranging from the ns time scale up to the hundreds of fs one, the wide
range of photon energies (IR to X-rays), makes it an essential tool in laser-matter interactions. The concept of
the Streak-Camera has been fruitfully extended with laboratory prototypes to surrounding fields (attosecond
science, particle accelerators etc.). We are going to introduce the basic inner components of these devices with
some hints on possible applications.

Lecture
Title
Abstract

Mickael Touati
Affiliation
Centro de Laseres Pulsados
Numerical tools for laser plasma interaction
In Laser Plasma Interaction (LPI) Experiments, it is usually difficult to control and measure at the same time all
Physics parameters such as the laser pulse properties, the irradiated target density and temperature profiles, etc...
On the other hand, the theoretical approach tends to simplify the problem in order to be able to find analytical
estimates. For example, many different electron acceleration mechanisms have been proposed to explain the
properties of accelerated particles measured in laser-solid experiments while they are probably occurring
simultaneously. In addition, the theoretical approach is often based on the perturbation method and is therefore
usually limited to the linear regime. The development of computer technology and numerical simulation tools
allowed to fill the gap between Theory and Experiments. It consists in 1) Modeling the LPI, 2) Developing
algorithms to solve the model equations, 3) Coding it on a computer, 4) Parallelizing the code to be able to run it
on Highly Parallel Computers (HPC) clusters, 5) Validating the code by comparing simulation results with wellknown academic cases from Theory and finally 6) Using it to simulate and understand conducted experiments.
During this lecture, the existing numerical tools to simulate LPI experiments will be introduced with a particular
emphasis on Particle-in-Cell (PIC) codes.

Lecture
Title
Abstract

Luis Roso
Affiliation
Centro de Laseres Pulsados
High Intensity lasers characterization
The propagation in air and other gases of the ultra-short ultra-intense pulses is purely non linear. The effects that
appear are self-focusing, self-phase modulation and ionization of the medium. All these effects induce an increase
of the spectral bandwidth of the pulse, opening a way to shorten the pulses towards their temporal limit (one cycle)
by post-compression techniques. Our facility provides the possibility to develop new techniques to optimize the
throughput energy in post-compression by manipulating the parameters of the input pulse. When using pulses
with higher peak powers the Centro de Láseres Pulsados, in close collaboration with the University of Salamanca,
has studied the non-linear propagation of special spatial distribution. Together, the CLPU and the University of
Salamanca, have develop STARFISH (Spatio-Temporal Amplitude-and-phase Reconstruction by Fourier
transform of Interference Spectra High-complex-beams), a new device to completely characterize the pulses in
space.

Lecture
Title
Abstract

Luca Volpe
Affiliation
Centro de Laseres Pulsados
Laser driven proton beam
Laser-driven protons are extremely important from fundamental and applied science. In the last decades the
proliferation of High Intensity lasers have offered the possibility to easily and routinely generate several MeV
proton burst paving the way to use such sources in laser-plasma physics as valid diagnostics tools. Protons has
been used to diagnose mass and electromagnetic field distributions in a variety of laser generated plasma
configurations. Mono-energetic proton radiography in particular has been used extensively to provide quantitative
information on diverse phenomena including laser-foil interactions, magnetic reconnection, Weibel instability,
Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) implosions,
In the context of ICF and Astrophysics the study of proton stopping power in Warm Dense Matter (WDM),
isochoric heating of matter and isotopes generation are nowadays of high interest; many experiments have been
done and many more are on the way.
In the first part of the talk a review of Laser-driven proton phenomenology is presented with basic introduction to
Laser-plasma physics. The second part of the talk a general review on: i) proton generation compared to different
laser systems; ii) proton beam transport and focusing for medical applications.

Lecture
Title
Abstract

Mauricio Rico
Affiliation
Centro de Laseres Pulsados
Introduction to solid-state lasers: design, characterization and applications
Solid-state lasers are versatile sources of coherent, high brightness radiation with a broad range of applications in
science and technology, including spectroscopy, health sciences, manufacturing, communication, defense, and
metrology. Recent advances in this field have focused on power scaling approaches and efficient pumping
architectures, new coherent short-pulse sources, as well as the development of novel gain media based on doped
glasses, ceramics, and crystals. Usually, many of the applications need a low power and continuous operation.
However, in recent years the demand for improvements in solid-state lasers are concentrated to obtaining laser
systems pulsed by Q-Switch or mode-locking techniques. These laser systems with shorter pulses (ps-fs) and
wavelengths increasingly away from the visible range (1-3 um). Most of solid-state lasers are based on rare earth

ions (Nd, Er Yb or Tm) or transition metals (Ti, Cr) as a means of active laser gain. We will like to cover many
aspects about design, materials, components and applications of solid-state lasers
In the present lecture we will introduce laser solid-state lasers the fundamentals of design of solid-state lasers,
from continuous wave operation to ultrashort pulse generation. We will emphasize to identify measurement
procedures for laser beam characterization and, pulse characterization techniques. Additionally, we will review
some of the main capabilities and their range of application in experiments and industry

Lecture
Title
Abstract

Sophia Malko
Affiliation
Centro de Laseres Pulsados
Charged particle transport in Warm Dense Matter and HED plasmas
Warm Dense Matter (WDM) still is not well studied even if it is frequently present in the universe (interior of
planets) and in many fields of research such as fusion and laboratory astrophysics (T ~ 1 – 100 eV, ρ ~ 1-100
g/cm3). The regime is challenging to describe theoretically in terms of solvable models. Numerous experiments
have been carried out for generation and probing of WDM. One of the very challenging tasks of our community
is ion stopping power in WDM.
Ion stopping in dense plasmas plays a central role in Inertial Confinement Fusion (ICF) for the target self-heating
by alpha-particles that triggers ignition and thermonuclear gain. It is crucial for target heating schemes using ion
beams as main drivers like heavy-ion fusion or ion-driven fast ignition. Ion stopping in plasmas is also essential
in high-energy-density physics for the generation and the characterization of Warm Dense Matter (WDM). Here,
we focus on the stopping power measurements in coupled and degenerate plasma in experimental conditions of
high repetition rate VEGA-II laser facility.

Lecture
Title
Abstract

Carlos Salgado
Affiliation
University of Salamanca
Under critical and near critical dense plasmas: laser-driven particle acceleration and diagnostics
High intensity laser-based particle accelerators are becoming a real alternative to conventional radiofrequency
accelerators. Higher accelerating fields in much shorter lengths give beam performances comparable to the
standard RF cavity approach. Energetic ion, electron and X-ray beams have been produced and measured at
VEGA -2 laser facility (CLPU) in recent experimental campaigns. The density of the target, as well as the laser
parameters fully determine the acceleration mechanisms. In this talk, a short overview of the most important
acceleration schemes in under and near critical dense plasmas is given. The most interesting optical diagnostics
for plasma
characterization are also discussed. Results from VEGA 2 experiment will be shown.

Lecture
Title
Abstract

Jose Antonio Perez
Affiliation
CLPU
Particle acceleration and coherent and incoherent radiation generation and via intense laser fields
The fast development of the laser technology in the last decades, mainly based on the Chirp Pulse
Amplification1 (CPA) technique, nowadays is making possible to achieve table top laser sources with
unprecedented focalized intensities, from a few hundreds terawatts to the petawatt regime, with femtosecond
pulse duration. This progressive development of intense and ultrashort laser sources makes possible
unprecedented sources of coherent and incoherent radiation via laser-matter interaction, as well as, laser particle
acceleration. High-order harmonic generation (HHG), Betatron radiation, laser wakefield acceleration (LWFA),
proton acceleration and neutron production via photonuclear reactions are currently achieved in some facilities
around the world, including the CLPU. The state of the art of some of this emerging research lines, results and
challenges, will be presented and discussed on this session.
[1] D. Strickland and G. Mourou, Opt. Commun. 56, 219 (1985)

II.

Experimental talks

Lecture
Title
Abstract

Marine Huault
Affiliation
Centro de Laseres Pulsados
Laser driven ion acceleration at VEGA-II
First laser driven proton at CLPU with VEGA II laser system. Protons up to 7 MeV have been observed. The
experiment has been realized with the 200 TW system VEGA II providing a 30 fs pulses at 800 nm wavelength
and 6 J energy with ultra-high contrast > 10^10 : 1. Two different configurations of target have been used
namely bare Al foil and foam-attached Al foils with a m range thickness. In this talk will be presented the set up
with the different diagnostics implemented and the results.

Lecture
Title
Abstract

Ghassan Zeraouli
Affiliation
Centro de Laseres Pulsados
X- ray diagnostics: Kirk Patrick-Baez Microscope
A promising prototype of a highly adjustable Kirkpatrick-Baez (KB) microscope has been designed, built and
tested in a number of laser driven x-ray experiments using the high power 200 TW (VEGA- 2) laser system of
the Spanish Centre for Pulsed Lasers (CLPU). The presented KB version consists of two, perpendicularly
mounted, 500um thick silicon wafers, coated with a few tens of nm layer of platinum unlike the conventional,
and coated, millimeter thick glass substrates, affording more bending flexibility and large adjustment range.
According to simulations, and based on total external reflection, this KB microscope offers a broad-band multikeV reflection spectra, allowing more spectral tunablity than conventional Bragg crystals. In addition to be
vacuum compatible, this prototype is characterized by a relatively small size (21cm×31cm×27cm) and permits
remote control and modification of both the radii of curvature (down to 10m) and the grazing incidence angle
(up to 60 mrad). A few examples of focusing performance tests, limitations and experimental campaign results
are discussed.

Lecture
Title
Abstract

Jose Manuel Alvarez
Affiliation
Centro de Laseres Pulsados
Radiation protection framework for short duration radiation and particle beams.
VEGA is the first ultrahigh intensity laser to become operative in Spain and in turn, the Centro de Láseres
Pulsados (CLPU) is the first laser facility in the country that required an authorization from the Spanish Nuclear
Safety Council (CSN) to operate. Laser-matter interactions are used for different applications including the
production of energetic beams of electrons, protons and photons. These interactions are a source of ionizing
radiation and require radiological safety measures.
A key feature of these radioactive sources, as far as Radiation Protection (RP) is concerned, is the emission of
intense photon and particles bursts, whose duration is around tens or hundreds of femtoseconds. Radiation fields
with such time structure are very challenging to measure. The consequence is that the Radiation Protection
cannot only rely on the standard tools and instruments commonly used for dose assessment of workers and for
RP activity in general and there is the pressing need to develop new instrumentation/technique to confirm the
reliability of the existing ones. For that reason, systematic measurements with different active and passive
detectors that are been carried out in high intensity lasers facilities will be also discussed.

Lecture
Title
Abstract

Jon Apinaniz
Affiliation
Centro de Laseres Pulsados
Charged particle detectors: Thompson parabola
This short talk is intended for giving a basic insight on charged particle energy spectrometry. The concepts of
particle beam, divergence, space-charge effects and energy spectrum will be clarified first. Then the basic
techniques for spectrum measurement will be summarized, explaining how particles of different energies are
separated and giving a firs sight on the typical types of detectors used to count them. Special interest will be
dedicated to high energy spectrometry with Tomson Parabolas for positive charges and electron spectrometers.

Lecture
Title
Abstract

Valeria Ospina
Affiliation
Centro de Laseres Pulsados
Charged particle detectors: Time of Flight technique
The time-of-flight (TOF) technique has been used to characterize charged particle bunches for more than a
decade. Nowadays, the TOF technique has considerably gained in importance due to the rise of high repetition
rate (HRR) laser facilities capable of producing ion bunches at hertz rates and the development of new solid

state detectors almost not affected by electromagnetic pulses (EMP) and with resolutions in the picosecond
scale. Hence, this diagnostic has become a fundamental tool for online single beam characterization at HRR,
allowing to perform statistical measurements of laser-accelerated ion bunches that inherently present shot-toshot variations.
To build a TOF diagnostic the detector must be located near the ion propagation direction with a known
distance between ion source and the TOF detector in which the particles will propagate in vacuum and separate
according to their energy dependent velocity. In this way, high energy particles arrive first to the detector after
crossing a drift length that will provide the physical temporal resolution of the measurement. The time-of-flight
signals are finally
converted into energy distributions by relating the output signal to the calibration function of the detector. Here
the results of three different experimental campaigns at CLPU facility are explained and discussed in detail.

Lecture
Title
Abstract

Massimo de Marco
Affiliation
Centro de Laseres Pulsados
Towards liquid target experiment
While electrons generation in laser target experiments is already performed from several years in high repetition
rate regime, overdense target laser interaction experiments can be also nowadays ensured by the use of liquid
targets in high repetition regime. In literature it is possible already to find some work done with liquid targets as
for example for high harmonic generation and MeV electrons generations [1,2].
The liquid target system we have at Centro de Laseres Pulsados (CLPU) allow us to generate different sizes and
various shapes of liquid targets. The generation of liquid target is based on a loop process that can substain itself
for a very long time and without high vacuum level disturbance. The characteristics shapes of the liquid targets
that the system can produce are the following: column, droplet and leaf. The column is a cylinder with diameter
that can varies from 7 μm to 90 μm; the droplets can be produced with a frequency ranging from 50kHz to
500kHz and they have a diameter varying between 10 μm and 20 μm; the leaf is the “flat” liquid target with the
transversal size of few mm and thickness from 1 μm and 10 μm.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
Dear STUDENTS,
On this document you will find a short guideline aiming to help you arriving easily to the Pulsed Laser
Centre of Salamanca (Centro de Láseres Pulsados –CLPU-). We have tried to make a comprehensive
information guide on how to plan your stay at our city and how to reach our facility. However, would you
have any further questions, please do not hesitate contacting us any time by e-mail (ssanchez@clpu.com),
telephone (+34 923 338 121) or ordinary mail (Centro de Láseres Pulsados, C/ Adaja 8, Edificio M5, Parque
Científico de la USAL, 37185, Villamayor de la Armuña (Salamanca) - ESPAÑA)
HOW TO ARRIVE TO SALAMANCA
By plane:
Even though Salamanca has its own airport, there are no international flights operating on it at the moment,
and the national flights are also very restricted. The easiest way to come from both national and international
destinations is by flying to Madrid (Adolfo Suárez Madrid-Barajas Airport), and then taking an alternative
means of transport to Salamanca (bus, train or car). There are several ways to leave from Madrid Airport to
Madrid Centre: by taxi, underground (two stations one for terminals 1, 2 and 3 and another one for terminal
4) or hired car (mayor hiring companies operate at the airport).
By bus:
From the Airport: Avanzabus rides a bus straight to Salamanca from terminals 1 and 4 of Adolfo Suárez
Madrid-Barajas Airport. Even though the tickets may be bought at the terminal in the travel agency of El
Corte Inglés or directly from the bus driver, we highly recommend you to buy your tickets in advance on line
(www.avanzabus.es), since otherwise you may find you will not have space on the bus upon arrival. For
timetables please check appendix I at the end of this document.
From Méndez Álvaro Station (Estación Sur): The same company (Avanzabus) rides buses from Madrid to
Salamanca. Buses leave from Méndez Álvaro Station also known as Estación Sur de autobuses (Southern
Bus Station) and some of them make a stop at Intercambiador de Moncloa. The underground for the bus
station is “Méndez Álvaro” –Line 6- and it is located inside it, the stop for intercambiador is Moncloa. You
may buy the ticket at the ticket booth of the station (It is NOT possible to buy it on board), but as previously
said, we recommend you to do it in advance on line (www.avanzabus.es). There are two kinds of buses
covering the route: the “Normal” service has middle stops, which makes the trip longer. The “Express”
service is a direct bus (no stops). We recommend you to travel always on the “Express” service which
usually leaves every hour on the hour. For timetables please check appendix II at the end of this document.
By train:
Trains leave from Madrid Chamartín Station to Salamanca. You may buy the tickets at the ticket booth in the
station (it is not possible to buy them on board) or in advance on line at www.renfe.es .
Some high speed trains have been launched between Salamanca and Madrid, connecting both cities in 1h and
36 min. you will be able to identify those trains under the label “Alvia”. The other trains are normally
addressed as “MD” (medium distance) and take around 2h and 40 min.
The underground for the station is “Chamartín” (line 1). For timetables please check appendix III at the end

of this document.
By car:
From Madrid you have to take the A6/AP6, take the exit 81 to AP51 and then exit 111 to AP-50 . You can
get full instructions straight from the Airport to the CLPU here.

HOW TO ARRIVE TO THE CLPU
By own car:
There are parking spaces on the surroundings of the building at no cost. Please remember that our address is:
Building M5 – University of Salamanca’s science park - C/ Adaja 8 - 37185 – Villamayor (Salamanca).
By taxi:
You may take a taxi directly from the multiple taxi stops throughout the city (you can check where they are
here) or call the local taxi number: +34 923 25 00 00. Usually, in Salamanca, taxi drivers will not stop on the
street to pick up passengers since there will always be a taxi stop nearby. A usual ride from the centre of
Salamanca to the CLPU should be around 12€ to 15€ (always depending on the traffic and on the collection
point).
By bus:
There is a public bus # 26 (1.40€ one way) that connects Salamanca and the CLPU. You can buy the ticket
from the bus driver when boarding the bus. You can find timetable below.
Heading to the CLPU (Yellow star on Map 3) you will have to get the bus in Avenida de Italia ,4 (Green flag
on Map 1) or at the bus station (Green flag on Map 2).
Please note, one of the local organizers will take you to the bus stop on Monday. The transportation from
CLPU to Salamanca will be made by the Scientific park bus departing at 7 p.m. and arriving 7:30 p.m. to
Avenida de Italia, 4.

Map 2. Bus stop – start of the journey

Map 1. Bus stop- start of the journey

Map 3. Bus stop – end of the journey

WHERE TO STAY
Please note that the CLPU is located outside the city centre of Salamanca, hence, you will have to decide
whether you prefer to be near our facility, or rather near the town centre. The rates are per night, per room.
VAT included.
LODGEMENT OPTIONS NEAR CLPU :
SALAMANCA FORUM / HOTEL DOÑA BRÍGIDA (****): This is the nearest hotel to our facility; it is
about 20 min walk or a 4 minutes ride by car.
Sundays to Fridays:
* Single/Double: 45€
* Single (breakfast and parking included): 50€
* Double (breakfast and parking included): 55€
Other services available at this hotel:
* Access to Hotel Gym and Paddle tennis courts (under reservation) at no charge.
* Special discounts on the golf course.
Reservations:
By telephone: (+34) 923 33 70 20
By e-mail: reservas@salamancaforum.com
To be offered these rates you must specify that you are a CLPU user when making the reservation.

